Customer Testimonial

Graham Engineering Corporation
(GEC) is the global standard in wheel
& industrial extrusion blow molding
solutions.
Faced with the challenge of managing multiple
world-class brands in different business systems,
Graham Engineering reached out to Synergy
Resources and the Synergy Center of
Excellence to help design a scalable foundation
that would streamline the business processes to
support the corporation’s future growth needs.
After meeting with the Synergy team, it was
clear they possessed the experience and
knowledge to help Graham achieve their
corporate initiative of consolidation of business
units and standardization of processes.
Patricia Zwergel, V.P. Finance and Jeffrey
Cooper, V.P. Information Technology, shared,
"The Synergy Center of Excellence team
immediately helped to bring visibility to our
company's strengths and weaknesses through a
series of business process mapping sessions.
Together, our companies effectively
re-engineered critical processes while
concurrently installing and configuring an ERP
system to support the Graham business needs.

The Infor VISUAL Manufacturing ERP system, in
combination with Synergy’s ERP extension tools,
were then used to train our employees on the
new processes and conduct a series of pilot
tests to develop our expertise with both the
newly engineered processes and the software’s
features and functions.
The Synergy team’s extensive knowledge and
experience in manufacturing, finance, continuous
improvement and change management were
instrumental in our companies achieved success.
Synergy’s technical support team provided
expertise in delivering data migration and
supporting programming needs during the
project.
Today, Graham operates in a single VISUAL
Manufacturing database that supports multiple
brands, processes and manufacturing needs.
Soon we will be further strengthening our quality
systems and leveraging our strong partnership
with the Synergy team".

Graham Engineering Corporation, which also
operates under the name Graham Engineering,
is located in York, Pennsylvania.
The Organization is one company comprised
of three major brands; Graham Engineering,
American Kuhne, and Welex. It serves customers
in the United States and internationally. The
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